




Our solution is to utilize a ball-lock transmission driven by an 
electric motor and driving a flex shaft. The electric motor will be 
powered by an on-board battery and will be controlled by a 
throttle. The flex shaft will drive a bendex which will mesh with the 
rotator assembly on the aircraft.
• Rotate main rotor blades to 220 RPM
• Must rotate the main rotor of a gyro-plane with a 35 foot 
wingspan 
• Reliability and have a substantial lifespan
• Easily accessible for ease of maintenance. 
• Minimal effect on center of gravity of gyro-plane
• Be powered by on-board power system
• Must act as fully independent sub-system 
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Auto-Gyros
Auto-Gyros are a type of aircraft which utilize auto-rotation to 
produce lift from rotating wings. Auto-rotation is the result of air 
passing through rotating blades which results in the wings rotating 
and when the wings rotate they produce lift. These aircraft are 
considered extremely safe because they do not stall, an effect which 
occurs when there is insufficient air to pass over the wing.
Pre-rotators
Auto-Gyros must move to generate lift and because of this it can 
take great distances of ground travel to allow the rotor to spin up to 
a sufficient speed to produce lift. Pre-rotators rotate the rotor before 
the aircraft moves allowing for quicker takeoffs. While many designs 
exist for pre-rotation, they are plagued with a wide arrange of issues 
including usability and effectiveness.
Center of Gravity
Using SolidWorks, we 
calculated a rough estimate 
of the center of mass of a 
piloted Auto-Gyro. By 
incorporating a model of 
our pre-rotator we 
determined that our system 
will have minimal effect on 
the aircraft’s center of mass.
Drag
Using Fluent, we can 
calculate the drag of our 








• A bendex acts to engage and disengage the pre-
rotator with the rotator hub
• Flex Shaft
• The flex shaft will transmit power from the gearbox to 
the bendex
• Ball-Lock Transmission
• A ball-lock transmission transmits the power from the 
electric motor. This allows for multiple gears to be used 
to adapt to changing power needs
Actuation
• Electric Motor
• A brushless Electric motor drives the pre-rotator
• Electric Actuator 
• An electric actuator actuates the shifting mechanism 
for the ball-lock transmission
Power and Control
• Battery
• The Auto-Gyro’s on-board battery powers the pre-
rotator
• Throttle
• A throttle controls the speed of the motor and a hold 
down button will control the power to the motor
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